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Introduction: The GMC and RCS have strict 
guidelines on consenting patients and record-
keeping standards for patient safety and 
medico-legal purposes.1, 2 With constraints on 
time and pressure to see more patients, clinics 
are frequently overbooked, despite ENT UK’s 
recommendation for a safe number of patients 
to be seen in ENT outpatients.3

Aim: To investigate whether the 
introduction of pre-printed stickers listing 
complications for common ENT procedures 
can save time and ensure completeness of the 
consent process.

Methods: Pre-printed stickers with risk/
complications of nine common ENT 
procedures were developed according to 
ENT UK standards and discussion in our 
departmental audit meeting. 2 consultants, 
2 registrars and 1 SHO participated in this 
study. Average time to handwrite the risk/
complications twice (case-notes and consent 
form) against applying stickers was compared. 
Handwritten forms were crosschecked against 

stickers to identify complications that may 
have been missed or omitted.

Results: Documentation of risk/
complications was significantly quicker using 
stickers (P<0.001 paired T-test) among 
participants. Average time (seconds) taken to 
handwrite versus stickers (time in bracket): 
SHO 67.4(30.3), Registrar-One 89.7(25.5), 
Registrar-Two 61.0(23.6), Consultant-One 
54.2(14.1) and Consultant-Two 111.0(34.8). 
This shows an average of 37.2-76.2 seconds 
or at least 55% reduction in time when using 
stickers.

Conclusion: This study shows pre-printed 
stickers allow quicker consent documentation 
with consistency as it contains all 
complications listed in a standardised manner. 
It does not substitute a full discussion with 
the patient forming the basis of informed 
consent. It may also serve as aide memoire to 
junior doctors.4 We recommend their use in 
the ENT outpatients department.
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Introduction: Pulsatile tinnitus is an uncommon otologic 
symptom, which often presents a diagnostic and management 
dilemma to the otolaryngologist.

Methods: The combined term ‘pulsatile tinnitus’ was 
searched through an interspeciality patient record database 
[PPM] covering the time period May 2002 to May 2012. 
Patients with positive findings whether clinical or on imaging 
explaining their aural symptom were included in the study.

Results: We identified 42 patients [12 males, 30 females] 
aged between 26 to 87 years, complaining of unilateral [95%], 
subjective pulsatile tinnitus [93%].The commonest abnormal 
otoscopic finding was consistent with glomus tumour [8/42] 
and commonest cause of pulsatile tinnitus was vascular in 
origin [34/42].

Most of the diagnoses [40/42] were achieved using 
targeted imaging [13 CT, 11 MRI, 7 MRA, 7 angiogram, 
2 MRV]. The management strategies included conservative 
treatment [12/42], further imaging/intervention [11/42], 
radiotherapy [2/42], endovascular treatment [8/42] and 
surgery [9/42].

Patient outcome was measured in terms of:
1. symptom control 
    [1/12–conservative (vascular loop, self-resolved), 

1/11-further imaging/intervention (extracted blocked 
grommet), 0/2 radiotherapy, 3/8-endovascular option 
(2 angioembolisation for AVM, 1 stent for AVF), 4/9 
surgical option (all excised glomus tumours)] 

2. and reported complications 
    [0/12-conservative, 0/11-further imaging/intervention, 

1/2 radiotherapy (facial nerve palsy needing facial 
reanimation), 0/8-endovascular option, 2/9 surgical 
option (1 case of hearing loss and 1 non-healing 
perforation needing tympanoplasty)].

Conclusion: Pulsatile tinnitus requires careful evaluation to 
rule out life threatening pathologies such as AVF. Imaging 
studies are based on the type of pulsatile tinnitus and otoscopic 
findings. Treatment strategies favour pathology control as 
opposed to symptom control.

Introduction: Tracheostomy in children requires tubes of a 
variety of lengths and diameters. Occasionally, despite correct 
location of tracheal incision the age-appropriate tracheostomy 
tube can be an inappropriate length.

Aim: To measure the tracheal length of children and 
correlating to age and weight to identify variations.

Methods: Paediatric patients undergoing diagnostic 
microlaryngoscopy, tracheo-bronchoscopy (MLTB) had their 
tracheal length measured by contacting the carina and right 
vocal cord with the end of a rigid hopkins rod endoscope. At 
each point the shaft of the endoscope was marked against the 
laryngoscope.

Results: 39 patients had data recorded prospectively. The age 
ranged from 0-15 years. The tracheal length range was 51–120 
mm and the weight 3.8 – 77.9 kg. Plotting tracheal length 
against age we found correlation in the early age group (0-3 
years). Plotting tracheal length against weight the correlation 
was even better in the age 0-3 years. Beyond 4 years more 
spread was identified although fewer older children had 
MLTBs.

Conclusion: Both age and weights predict tracheal length 
well before 4 years of age. Though the spread was less with 
weight indicating this is a better predictor of tracheal length. 
Above 4 years tracheal length varies more widely and both 
age and weight have limitations. This demonstrates that there 
could be difficulty in always identifying the correct length of 
tube for the older child on the basis of age alone.

Objective: The ability to predict radioresistance in HNSCC 
would avoid unnecessary treatment with associated side effects 
and negate salvage surgery.

Microfluidic techniques can replicate the in vivo tumour 
microenvironment, unlike other cell culture techniques.

This study demonstrates how such technology can 
determine the response of HNSCC to radiotherapy in an 
individualistic manner.

Methods: HNSCC tissue was collected from newly diagnosed 
laryngeal and oropharyngeal primary tumours (T1-T3) plus 
metastatic cervical lymph nodes (N1-N2).
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Radiotherapy treatment consisted of single doses of 
5-40Gy and a fractionated course of five fractions of 2Gy.

Effluent from the devices was analysed for cell death by 
measuring lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) and cytochrome c.

Immunohistochemistry was performed using 
pancytokeratin, M30 (apoptotic marker) and TUNEL (DNA 
breaks).

Results: A surge in LDH release was demonstrated in 
HNSCC 0-2 hours after treatment with a single dose of 
40Gy. Treatment with 5Gy or 10Gy caused no increase in 
cytochrome c release.

M30 demonstrated an increase in apoptosis with increased 
radiotherapy dose. An increase in apoptosis and the number 
of DNA breaks was demonstrated in the fractionated course, 
comparing one fraction to five fractions of 2Gy.

Conclusion: Microfluidic techniques are a useful tool to 
study the effects of radiotherapy on HNSCC tissue.

Immunohistochemistry is a superior method to employing 
soluble markers.

An increase in apoptosis is caused by an increase in 
radiotherapy dose and number of fractions, the latter of which 
also results in an increase in DNA breaks.

Validation of the technique as a predictive tool requires 
correlation with the clinical response.

Introduction: Analysis of the discharge pattern of ENT 
patients at University Hospital of South Manchester (UHSM) 
revealed that delay in discharge was universal and was 
detracting from quality of care and patient experience.

Enabling experienced nurses to lead simple discharges is a 
strategy supported by the Chief Nursing officer for England1 

and the Department of Health2, 3 for eliminating delay. We 

aimed to demonstrate that nurse-led discharge (NLD) could 
improve efficiency without compromising patient safety.

Methods: A protocol for NLD of patients having 
routine, day case ENT surgery at UHSM was developed. 
Implementation of the protocol was audited prospectively 
including re-audit.

Results: Before introducing the NLD protocol 100% of 
discharges suitable for NLD (on average 38/month) were 
delayed.

Initial audit (19/09/11 - 19/12/11) 114 patients suitable 
for NLD, protocol started for 74 patients.

• 72 (97%) discharges led by nurses
• 62/72 (86%) no delay
• 10/72 (14%) delayed
• Delayed discharges reduced significantly (p<0.001)

Re-audit (03/02/12 – 28/05/12) 151 patients suitable 
for NLD, protocol started for all.

• 147 (97%) discharges led by nurses 
• 144/147 (98%) no delay
• 3/147 (2%) delayed
• Delayed discharges further reduced (p<0.001)

All patients unsuitable for NLD were identified. No 
patients discharged by nursing staff were re-admitted.

Discussion: A well planned, robust NLD protocol is a safe 
way of improving patient flow. Enabling our nursing staff to 
lead simple discharges has reduced discharge delay significantly 
(p<0.001) with 95% of suitable patients being discharged 
without delay. This has been achieved without compromising 
patient safety.

Nurse led discharge in ENT surgery: 
Improving efficiency, safely
A. Bowen
Department of ENT, University Hospital of South 
Manchester
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